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Providing a user friendly and sophisticated user interface is a time-consuming and difficult task.
On the other hand, the success of a software system is directly related to the quality of the user
interface that it provides.
In this thesis, a technique for the development of an automatic user interface is described and
implemented; that is, we provide a tool that can be used to develop user interfaces on a platform
known as the X-Window System.

The hallmark of this tool is its ability to aid in developing

reasonably sophisticated Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) interactively in relatively short time. The
burden of programming is completely eliminated for the developer of the GUI, enabling him/her to
concentrate on the details of the application for which the GUI is being developed, thus boosting
his productivity. An attempt has been made to accommodate many features for the development
of User Interfaces and provision has been made so that the implementation can be extended to
include additional features easily. Buttons and cascade menus can be created, and functions can be
associated with them just by a click of the mouse button.
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Chapter 1

Host-Based Processing
The client-server computing model implies a cooperative processing of requests submitted by a
client, or requester, to the server which processes the requests and returns the results to the client.
Client-server cooperative processing is really a special form of distributed processing, where resources
and tasks affecting the resources are spread across two or more discrete computing systems. While
distributed systems are a relatively new phenomenon, operating system level distribution is well
known and widely used. One example is the distribution of arithmetical and input-output functions
between a Central Processing Unit (CPU) and an I / O channel controller. Other examples include
the distribution of network control functions between an IBM host running Virtual Telecommunications Access Method (VTAM) and a communication controller running Network Control Program
(NCP), or distribution of operating system functions among multiple CPUs in a multiprocessor
such as the IBM 3090/600. Distributed systems evolved from the most primitive environment to
support application processing. It is the host-based processing environment that does not have
distributed application processing capabilities. Host-based application processing is performed on
one computer system with attached unintelligent, dumb, terminals. A single stand-alone PC or an
IBM mainframe with attached character based display terminals are examples of the host-based processing environment. From an application processing point of view, host-based processing is totally
non-distributed.

1.1

Master-Slave Processing

The next higher level of distributed application processing is a master slave processing. As the name
implies, in a master-slave system, slave computers are attached to the master computer and perform
application processing-related functions only as directed by their master.
Application processing in a master-slave environment is somewhat distributed, even though dis-
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tribution of the processing tends to be unidirectional—from the master computer to its slaves.
Typically, slave computers are capable of limited local application processing, such as on-screen field
validation, editing, or function-key processing. An example of a master-slave processing environment
is a mainframe (host) computer used with cluster controllers and intelligent terminals.

1.2

Client-Server Processing

The client-server processing model is a higher level shared-device processing typically found in Local
Area Networks (LAN). In a shared-device LAN processing environment, Personal Computers (PC)
are attached to a system device that allows these PCs to share common resource—a file on a hard
disk and a printer are typical examples. In the LAN terminology, such shared devices are called
servers (file server and a printer server in our example). The name server refers to the fact that these
shared devices are used to receive requests for service from the PCs for generic, low-level functions.
In a typical LAN-based shared-device processing, these PC requests are usually limited to services
related to shared file or print processing (a common file can be read by several PCs, and some report
pages can be sent by multiple PCs to the same printer). The obvious drawback of such an approach
is that all application processing is performed on individual PCs, and only certain functions (print,
file I/O) are distributed. Therefore an entire file has to be sent to a PC that issued a READ request
against this file. If a file needs to be updated, the entire file is locked by the PC that issued the
update request.
Examples of shared-device processing that allow a local area network to have a system dedicated
exclusively to the file and/or print services are Novell's NetWare, Microsoft's LAN Manager, and
Sun's Network File System (NFS).
The client-server processing model is an extension of shared-device processing. As local area
networks grew in size, the number of supported workstations also grew. The evolutionary shareddevice system, be it a file server or a print server, also grew in capacity and power. Gradually, these
servers became capable of serving large numbers of workstations.
At the same time, the role of the workstations was also changing—the workstations were becoming clients of the servers. The main reason for the change was that in a large LAN environment
sharing of file and print services among the workstations represented only a fraction of a typical
application.

The significant part of the application functionality was also a good candidate for

sharing among LAN users. Therefore, some of the application processing was distributed to a new
server—the server that receives requests from applications running on workstations (clients) and
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processes them for each of its clients.
In this model, application processing is divided (not necessarily evenly) between client and server.
The processing is actually initiated and partially controlled by the service requester, client, but not
in a master-slave fashion.
application.

Instead, both client and server cooperate to successfully execute an

Database servers such as Sybase or the Microsoft SQL Server are examples of the

client-server processing environment.
An advantage of the client-server approach can be illustrated by comparing a file server and a
database server. For example, if a PC application needs particular records from a shared file, it
sends a request to read the entire file to a file server, which makes this entire file available to the
PC. The application running on this PC has to search the file to select requested records. The
computing resources of the file server are used to process the entire file, while the PC's resources are
used to run an additional application that reads every record of the file to select the desired subset.
This approach results in a significant portion of the available resources being used inefficiently and
communication lines being overburdened.
In the case of a database server, an application running on a P C sends a record read request to its
database server. The database server processes the database file locally and sends only the requested
records to the PC application. Both the client and the server computing resources cooperate to
perform the requested query.

1.3

Advantages of Client-Server C o m p u t i n g

The client-server computational model allows corporations to make better use of emerging desktop
computing technology.

Today's workstations provide considerable computing power, previously

available only from mainframes, at a fraction of mainframe costs.
The fact that clients and servers can in fact be running on different hardware and software
platforms allows end users to free themselves from particular proprietary architectures by taking
advantage of available products in the open market.

1.4

Disadvantages of Client-Server C o m p u t i n g

If a significant portion of application logic is moved to a server, the server may become a bottleneck
mainframe. The server's resources will be in ever-higher demand by the increasing number of resource
consumers.
Distributed applications are more complex than non-distributed. This is true for the application
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development, run-time environment, and tools used to manage this distributed environment. However, some of this complexity can be offset by reducing a large problem into a set of smaller, possibly
interdependent problems, similar to modular system design.
However, it is highly probable that a properly implemented client/server model will reduce
software maintenance cost, increase software portability, boost the performance of existing networks,
and even eliminate application backlog by increasing the developer's productivity and shortening
the development lifecycle.

1.5
The

Role of t h e U N I X Operating S y s t e m
UNIX

system was created in

1969

in AT&T's Bell Laboratories. By design, it can be easily

ported to a wide variety of hardware platforms.
Because the

UNIX

system is written in a high-level language and because its source code was

inexpensive, it became very popular in colleges and universities, where, over the years, it had undergone extensive modifications. Over 200 versions of

UNIX

exist today, the majority of which derive

from the work done at University of California at Berkeley, whose version of

UNIX

is known as

Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD).
Since

UNIX

is the registered trademark of AT&T, other operating systems that are based on it

have been called by different names. Examples of such UNIX-based systems include X E N I X from
the Microsoft Corporation,

ULTRIX

from the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC), and AIX from

the International Business Machine Corporation (IBM).
The greatest growth in

UNIX

systems today is on small scale systems. In particular, the

UNIX

influence affects workstations, network servers, and hardware architectures based on the Reduced
Instructions Set Computing (RISC) technology. There are several reasons for such impressive acceptance of the

UNIX

system:

• UNIX-based systems are more open and easily standardized than non-UNIX systems.
• Because of its openness, easy interoperability, relatively low price, and multitasking and multiuser support, the

UNIX

system is the preferred and recommended system for all

U.S.

govern-

ment computer system development.
• UNIX-based systems can take advantage of the power of the RISC technology, and can thus
deliver excellent price/performance characteristics.
•

UNIX

penetration into the workstation and server market and the improvements in price/performance
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make it the operating system of choice for the fast-growing client/server cooperative processing
applications.
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Graphical User Interface
Consistent interfaces between users and applications represent a key requirement for open systems. 1
This requirement is extremely important since user interfaces equally affect both developers and
end-users. The presentation interfaces between users and applications are called Graphical User
Interfaces (GUI) and are designed to present information to users in graphic form. Graphics do
not necessarily mean pictures. Word-processor or a desktop publishing software with multiple text
faces, sizes, and styles also requires a graphic presentation.
The wide variety of currently available interfaces (including character based) may confuse users
and developers. Each new interface requires users and developers to be retrained and applications
to be modified. Since applications written for one GUI are not portable to other GUI environments,
a new graphical user interface may cause the entire applications to be rewritten for a new platform
which supports the desired GUI. Often developers must make difficult and costly decisions, limiting
their product development to particular interfaces.
Examples are incompatible interfaces developed for the Macintosh, Microsoft Windows, and
OS/2 Presentation Manager. Thus, a standard GUI with a single common Application Programming
Interface (API) and a standard look and feel will have a significant beneficial impact on developer
and user productivity.

2.1

General Requirements for Standard G U I

Portability:

Applications should be portable to various open system platforms. A standard GUI

should maintain a consistent look and feel on all platforms, thus reducing the need to retrain
and transfer of user skills.
^ p e n Systems are computing and/or communications systems whose specifications are widely available, accepted,
and standardized. Open Systems have many components namely, Open Communication Standards (i.e., OSU reference
model), Open Operating Operating System standards (i.e., UNIX), Open User Interface Standards (i.e., X-Window
System), and Open User Application Standards (i.e., X / O p e n and OSF.)
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Standards Compliance: This requirement is the key open system requirement. It is also a necessary condition for a GUI to attract large corporate and government customers. A best-known
de facto standard for an open system's GUI is the MIT's X-Window System.
D e v e l o p m e n t Tools:

The GUI must be accompanied by a comprehensive set of development

tools. These tools can speed up application development.
Flexibility: A standard GUI must be flexible and extensible enough to accommodate new types of
displays and other input-output devices that will become available in the future.
P l a t f o r m Independence:

A GUI should be designed to operate independently of the operating

system or hardware platform it runs on. Similarly, in a networking environment, a standard
GUI should operate independently of the underlying networking protocols.

2.2

G U I Features

Generally, GUIs present information in rectangular areas called windows. Windows can overlap each
other. Users are allowed to perform several operations on windows, such as changing their size and
position. Windows can contain objects that can be selected by clicking a mouse pointer on small
object pictures called icons. An entire window can be minimized in size to become an icon, and a
user can restore an icon to its normal size (its size before minimization).
Advanced GUIs almost completely eliminate the need to type commands by allowing users to
select commands from menus using a mouse or function keys. Windows can also contain other
graphical entities (such as scroll bars, sliders, and buttons) that allow users to control the content of
the window and provide additional input to the application. When compared to conventional programming, the most significant difference in the presentation logic that controls a GUI is the notion
that the user must always be in control of the logic. Thus, the traditional structured programming
with its housekeeping section, processing section, and an output section are replaced by event-driven
computing. GUI programming is based on the processing of asynchronous events initiated by a user
or system.
The set of user- and system-generated events differs from one GUI implementation to another.
The following is a list of common types of events.
M o u s e events occur when a user has moved the mouse pointer into or out of an entity, clicked on
a mouse button within an entity, or released the mouse button.
K e y b o a r d events occur when a user has pressed or released a keyboard key.

M e n u events occur when a user selects a command from a menu.
W i n d o w u p d a t e events occur when a portion of the picture of an application window has been
damaged (possibly because it was overlapped by another window) and has to be redrawn.
R e s i z i n g events occur when a user has changed the size of the window.
A c t i v a t i o n / D e a c t i v a t i o n events are generated by the GUI to allow a user to change the current
active window.
I n i t i a l i z e / T e r m i n a t e events occur when a GUI entity has been created or destroyed so that the
application can perform necessary setup or clean-up logic.
There are a number of techniques for handling and carrying out the events generated by a GUI.
The more common techniques are as follows:
T h e Event Loop Model: It specifies that an application must contain an event loop. The event
loop calls a particular library routine to see if there are any pending events. Each pending
event causes the application to dispatch an event handling routine before control is returned
to the event loop.
T h e Event Callback M o d e l : It requires the application to register an event handling function
for each GUI entity that it creates, thus freeing the application from significant event loop
overhead. When a GUI detects an event (such as a menu command or keystroke) for the
entity, it calls the appropriate application event routine. The application gets control only at
entity initialization time and when one of its event handling routines is called.
T h e H y b r i d M o d e l : It combines an event loop model and event call-back model. Microsoft Windows employs a model (where an application must contain an event loop) which calls a routine
to get the next event. At that point, an application can call another API routine, which can,
in turn, call the application's event handler.
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X - W i n d o w System
The best known GUI which is based on client-server architecture is the X-window system. It has
the technology for allowing applications to access displays on networked workstations transparently.
In the X-Window System, multiple applications can display simultaneously, using one or many
windows. X-window system is popular because it is in the public domain and is therefore available for
all vendors to use and develop in their own way. X-window system is particularly useful in distributed
heterogeneous environments where PCs, workstations, and minicomputers from different vendors
need to run the same application. The X-Window System allows developers to write programs
that can display information and accept input on one node while running on a different node on a
network.
One of the important features of the X-Window System is the X-Model. It consists of a display,
a server, and client programs. The X-display is the hardware that includes a bit-mapped screen,
keyboard, and mouse interfaces. An X-Server program controls the display and provides an interface
between itself and X-Clients, which are usually application programs. The clients and server may be
running on the same or different network nodes and communicate with each other by X-Protocol.
The windows in an X-Window System form a rooted tree with the "root window" on the top and
other dependent windows below it. An X-Client usually has one or more top-level windows, whose
parent are the "root window." Below the top-level windows there may be many child windows used
by applications.
As noted earlier, the X-Window System is an event-driven system. After the initialization, XClients are generally suspended until an event occurs on the X-Server. X-Clients are restarted when
the X-Server sends them special X-Protocol messages (i.e., window size has changed, a key has been
pressed, etc.).
Window Manager is a separate program that manages window movement, resizing, and iconizing.
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A Window Manager is treated as an X-Client in the X-Model. It interacts with client applications
through the X-Server, controls the positioning and size of client's top-level windows, and determines
the way input is directed to client applications.
For an X-Client to be able to communicate with an X-Server, it needs to build X-protocol requests
for transmission to the X-Server. To facilitate this procedure, a library of C routines was created.
This library, Xlib, is the lowest level interface available to the X-Window System and is limited in
its scope and capabilities.
To overcome the Xlib limitations, X-Window System applications are usually written using another program layer built on top of Xlib called toolkit. A toolkit provides high-level graphics functionality and special window objects called widgets. Some toolkits are split into two parts—widget
library and Intrinsics library.
Widget library contains widgets which are abstract data objects such as buttons and scroll bars.
An X-Client can be easily constructed from a number of widgets, even though the X-Client has direct
control only over widget's general form, size, or contents. The widget appearance is determined by
the toolkit itself.
Intrinsics library provides an object-oriented framework on which a Widget library depends. It
handles the creation, deletion, and management of widgets as well as event message handling.
The specialty of the X-Server is that it allows windows and graphics to be displayed without
imposing any rules on the appearance.
In the X-Window System, X-Clients initiate the interactions with their X-Server.

X-Clients

request an X-Server to perform display or screen functions. One X-Server can service multiple
X-Clients.

3.1

T h e Motif W i n d o w Manager

The X-Window System is not a complete GUI. It is a package of windowing, graphics, and event
handling routines that forms the basis for several popular GUIs: Open System Foundation's (OSF)
Motif and SUN's OpenLook are examples of such packages. Motif and OpenLook demonstrate
different behavior and appearance because they employ different window managers and different
programming interfaces. Both Motif and Open Look are standards for GUI in Open Systems. Motif
was released in July 1989. It incorporates the best features from DECwindows, HP's toolkit and
window manager, and Microsoft's Presentation Manager.
The OSF's Motif GUI is implemented using a single API for all supported platforms. The API
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is based on DECwindows technology, extended to support Microsoft's Presentation Manager-style
behavior and a unique three-dimensional appearance. Presently, Motif runs on over one hundred
platforms including IBM's RS/6000, DEC's VAX, SUN's SPARC, MIPS R2000 and R3000, Intel
80x86, i860, and Motorola 68020, 68030, 68040 and 88000 architectures.
All Motif applications are isolated from underlying system dependencies and require only a small
portion of a code to be modified when an application is ported from one platform to another. In
addition, OSF/Motif complies with the Interclient Communications Conventions Manual (ICCCM).
ICCCM compliance enables OSF/Motif applications to share data and network resources with other
ICCCM-compliant applications.
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T h e Elements of an Intractive
Graphical User Interface G e n e r a t o r
User interfaces based on mice, bitmap displays and windows are becoming commonplace and there
are guidelines on how such interfaces should function. As a consequence, there is a growing expectation that all programs, no matter how trivial or how complicated, should present a graphically
elegant and sophisticated user interface. Unfortunately, such polished interfaces are normally difficult to build. There are three major factors contributing to this problem.
The first one is what we might call the artistic burden: the artistic insight needed in preparing
good-looking interfaces. Taste is required in the choice of shapes, proportions, arrangements and
colors.
The second factor is the polishing aspect: an interface must be functional—in the sense of
providing ways of carrying out tasks. Most of all, an interface must be smooth—in the sense of
being suggestive and not causing surprises to the user.
The third factor is the programming burden: the knowledge of graphics and windowing techniques
are required to build such interfaces. Application programmers often would rather not know all the
low-level details of a window system. Even when a programmer is familiar with the details of the
techniques, the difficulty of "getting things to work" may be such that building even a small user
interface is considered as a major task to be undertaken only for important applications. As a
consequence of the programming burden, application programmers tend to invest less effort than is
really needed, and the quality of their user interfaces degrades.
Burdens should not necessarily be eliminated. The interface builders should have control on
the appearance of an interface, to be able to achieve smoothness to the desired degree. The goal,
however, is to make the tasks much simpler so that application builders and even application users
can confront them as routine and painless activities.
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In a sense, direct manipulation style is used to build user interfaces, as opposed to building them
by programming. The disadvantage is that we have to determine fixed but sufficiently general classes
of user interfaces assembled by direct interaction and yet cover most of the common cases. However,
gained is a method of easily constructing, maintaining, modifying, and customizing interfaces.

4.1

Principles

First, user interfaces should be created by direct graphical interaction through a user-interfaces
contrary to the common practice of generating them by calls to user interface libraries from some
programming language. Direct manipulation facilitates, has quick turnaround, and results in nicerlooking interfaces. It avoids the tedious and error-prone task of describing two-dimensional layouts.
Second, user interfaces should work through some abstract protocol. In other words, client programs should not have to know how their interfaces are put together, or understand the peculiar
behavior of interface components. For example, replacing a pull down menu by a set of buttons
should not affect the program code. The intent is to make programs less dependent on the user
interface. This approach helps since one need not modify or recompile an application when experimenting with the user interface.

4.2
4.2.1

H o w to Give Meaning to a User Interface
Attaching Procedures to Events

Meaning is given to a user interface by attaching procedures to interactor events. High-level events
are produced by interactors in response to low-level user actions.
The attachment is achieved by registering procedures with a dialog to given events; when such
events are generated, the corresponding procedures are invoked directly. Hence the client program
need not poll the dialog, nor is there a main interaction loop to be programmed: the client program
simply registers event routines and then passes control to the dialog, which takes care of the flow of
control. This is sometimes called event-driven programming.

4.2.2

Interactors

An interactor is a "user interface primitive"—something which is seen as a functional unit. It can be
used to present some internal state, to operate a mechanism, or to modify a structure. Normally, an
interactor has a well defined geometrical extent. Some interactors are composed of other interactors
(several have embedded scroll bars, which are also interactors).
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4.2.3

Dialogs

A dialog is a "user interface subroutine." It is, usually, just a collection of interactors, but from the
client point of view each dialog consists of a list of named interactors, and an association of client
procedures with abstract "events" generated by the interactors.
Interactors in a dialog are set up to generate events in response to user actions; the dialog receives
those events and calls the corresponding client procedures. The client procedures can then inspect
and modify the state of the dialog and its interactors.

4.3

A n Interactive Graphical User Interface Generator in
Client-Server C o m p u t a t i o n Models.

Providing a user friendly and sophisticated user interface is a time consuming and difficult task. On
the other hand, the implementation of the user interface portion of a software system is independent
of the design and implementation of the rest of the system. As a result, there are several packages
that, with different degree of difficulty of use, provide help in the design and implementation of user
interfaces.
For example, Xlib, Xt Interinsics, and Motif each provide mechanisms for developing user interfaces in X-Window Systems. Several low-level Xlib functions are required to compose a higher-level
Xt Intrinsics function. A Motif Widget is still a higher level construct than Xt Intrinsics. As a general rule, the lower-level primitives provide greater flexibility at the cost of requiring more expertise
to be used.
In this thesis, an attempt has been made to build a software system which helps a user in
developing user interfaces. In order to utilize this toolkit, the user need not be familiar with the
X-Window System programming. All that is required of the user is the use of a mouse and the
knowledge of the user interface that she/he is building.
A user chooses from a menu the type of object that she/he wishes to add to the user interface
begin built. The objects are simple and composite, pull-down menus, labels, and functions. A simple
button can be exchanged with a composite one and vice versa. A simple button usually consists of
a button widget, a label, and a function. The idea is that the interface the user builds is ultimately
going to be integrated into some software package. The label of this button will then represent a
function that the package provides. Clicking on the button at that time causes the function to be
executed.
Every composite has a menu associated with it. The items of the menu consist of a number of
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simple or composite buttons. There is no limit on the depth of a structure of this nature that the
user can build.
At each given time the user can tie a function to a simple button or label a composite or simple
button. As the user wishes, the buttons can be added and deleted at any time. Finally, the toolkit
allows the user to save the interface that she/he has built under some name. This name becomes a
command name that invokes the interface for use in the future.
The toolkit translates the user's interface into an intermediate representation that is suitable for
a recursive descend parser to recognize. This representation is then saved into a file. The command
that invokes an interface that has been built using this toolkit is actually a recursive descend parser
that reads the intermediate representation of the interface and builds it for use.
The toolkit is developed by using the functions provided by X-toolkit Intrinsics, X I 1 R5 (Xt).
The coding has been done in C on Unix environment. OSF's Motif widget set has been used to give
the windows developed the look and feel of most popular interfaces in the industry today.

4.4

D a t a Structures

While the windows are being developed, the present state of the interface needs to be stored in such
a way that it can be searched/modified easily. For this purpose, a tree structure seemed appropriate.
Each node of the tree is a structure with fields necessary to store the information for the widget
being created and placed on the window. The following is the declaration of one such structure.
/ * information about the current label of the button */
typedef struct .current Jabel_info{
char *currentJabel;
int status;

};
/ * Label and function of the button */
typedef struct _button_info{
char label [40];
char function [50];

};
/ * Node type in the tree */
typedef struct _widget Jnfo{
char widget_type[2];/*complex or simple*/
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Widget window;
Widget Parent;
int window J d ;
int level; / * level in the tree ,Top or not */
Position x;
Position y;
Dimension width;
Dimension height;
struct -widget_info *nextlink;/* points to the next
node at the same level
7
struct _widget Jnfo *compositelink;
/ * points to the next level beginning at this
node */

};

When the user saves the information in a file, it is saved by a recursive routine which traverses the
tree and marks its contents in such a way that a recursive descend parser can rebuild the tree easily.

4.5

Implementation Details

Few global variables are maintained in the code whose values give us the state of the system. One
such global variable contains the type of widget the user has selected to create. This variable enables
us to determine the type of widget to be created and displayed on the window that is being developed
using the necessary Motif/Xt calls. The X, Y coordinates of the position of the widget are calculated
by keeping track of the motion of mouse on the window. When the user clickes on the window, the
event generated by the mouse click is grabbed and the X, Y coordinates are extracted from the
corresponding event structure. If currently no widget type has been selected nothing is displayed on
the window. When the user wishes to create a simple button, two widgets are created, a manager
widget (RowColumn widget) and a simple button widget. The manager widget is then made to be
the parent of the button widget. This way, if in the future, the user decided to convert this simple
button to a composite button, we are prepared for it.
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Every widget that has been displayed on the window has a window of its own and has an unique
window_id associated with it. A node of the type _widget_inf o is created and inserted in to the
tree to represent it. Prom this point on, this widget is identified in the tree by its window_id. When
the information about a widget is needed, the function f i n d _ w i d g e t _ i n f o ( ) recursively searches
the tree using the window_id as a key and returns a pointer to the node that holds the information.
The widgets on the same level are linked to each other through the "simple link." The "composite
link" is used to link the children of a manager widget.
Creating a composite button involves the following steps. The user activates the simple button
which he wants to change to composite. Internally, the f i n d _ w i d g e t _ i n f o ( ) searches the tree using
its window_id. Now this widget is marked composite in its node. A dialog box is presented at this
time to obtain the number of buttons the user wishes to associate with this composite button. Once
this information is available, using raw Xt calls, a PopUpShell is created. At this point, a series of
buttons are created as children of this pop-up shell and these buttons are linked using their simple
link. The composite link of the currently activated widget then receives a pointer to this linked list.
Associating a function and a label with a button is a relatively easy process. A dialog box is
presented in each case to get the text, f i n d _ w i d g e t _ i n f o ( ) provides a pointer to the node which is
used to store the text and function. When the user is finished developing the window and clicks on
save button, a recursive routine is invoked which traverses the tree and stores the information in a
file. This file is used in the rebuilding interface. The rebuilder module checks the information that
it retrieves to determine whether a simple or a composite button needs to be created. For a simple
button, the callback function is associated with the function in the information retrieved. For a
composite button, the next few related lines of information will be retrieved and a sub-menu will be
created. The process is repeated until the entire interface is built. After the recreation of the whole
window is finished, clicking on a button causes the function associated with it to be executed.

4.6

Directions for Developing W i n d o w s U s i n g t h e Toolkit

Available online help gives directions on how to use the toolkit for developing windows. In the
following, "tool area" refers to the area of the window that contains all the tools for developing an
interface- The area on which the actual windows are developed is referred to as working area.

4.6.1

Creating a Simple Button

Click on the left button labeled "button." The background of the button changes indicating that it
is being activated. Now, click the left button in the working area (window) at the desired position.
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A button with the default label "button" appears at that position. The background of the button
"button" in the tool area changes back indicating the completion of the operation.

4.6.2

Labeling a Button

First, select the button to be labeled by clicking the left mouse button on it. The background of
that button changes indicating that it has been selected. Now, click the left mouse button on the
button labeled "label" in the tool area. A dialog box pops up. Enter the label in the text widget in
the dialog box. To complete the process, click on the "OK" button in which case the selected button
in the working area will be immediately labeled with this label. On the other hand, to cancel, click
on the "cancel" button. In either case, the background of the selected button changes back to its
previous video indicating the end of the operation.

4.6.3

Associating a Function with a Button

First, select the button with which the function has to be associated by clicking left button on it.
The background of the button changes indicating that it has been selected. Now, click the left
button on the button labeled "Function." A dialog box pops up. Now enter the function that has to
be associated with the button in the text-widget in the dialog box. Next, click on the "OK" button
to complete the operation. At this point, the state of the selected button is restored indicating the
completion of the task.

4.6.4

Changing a Simple Button to a Composite Button

First, the user has to click middle mouse button on the desired menu button. A dialog box pops up.
Enter the number of buttons needed in the pull-down menu in the text area of the dialog box. Then
click on the "OK" button. A pull-down menu appears with that many buttons. All the buttons
inside the menu will be labeled with word "Button."

4.6.5

Save the Window

After developing the window, click the left mouse button on the button labeled "save" in the tool
area. A dialog box pops up. Enter the name of the file in which the information regarding the
window has to be stored. Then click on the "OK" button.

4.6.6

Quitting the Application

Click left button on the button labeled "quit" to quit the application.
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4.6.7

Regenerating the Window

To try the interface that you just developed, type the command "rebuild filename" at the shell
prompt.

Chapter
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The Implementation
This is the main module . It creates 2 areas,
1 = = = > Tool Area
2 = = = > W o r k i n g area.
The tool area is the place where all the
tools, namely Label,Function,Simple button,
composite button, help, quit , save are available.
It also sets up dialog boxes to be popped up
when the user presses on the label and function
buttons . These dialog boxes retrieve info
necessary from the user .
It invokes save_window() when the user presses
on the save button. save_window() is the module
which stores info about the window in the file.
It invokes dialog box which provide on line help
when clicked on the help button.
It also maintains certain global values which
determine the state of the application at any
time.

7

#include
#include
# include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<X11/Intrinsic.h>
<Xll/StringDefs.h>
<Xm/Xm.h>
<Xm/Text.h>
<Xm/PushB.h>
<Xm/BulletinB.h>
<Xm/Form.h>
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# i n c l u d e "mydefs.h"
^ i n c l u d e "findwindow.c"
static Widget create_function_popup();
static void clear_string();
static void unmanage_popup();
^ i n c l u d e "create_workwindow.c"

char *current widget;
atlO.Opt/* Contains the type of currently activated widget type
Widget current_active; / * currently active widget */
struct _widget_info widget_info[100]; / * info about the children */
int num_children;
/ * number of children */
Widget subboard;/ * work area */
int active_any;
static XtActionsRec actionsTable [ = {
{"growbutton",grow},

};
static char default'Translations!] = "<Key>G:growbutton()";
XtTranslations trans_table;
^ i n c l u d e "save_window.c"
# i n c l u d e "help_wind.c"

static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static

void set_widget_type();
void quit_application();
Widget create_popup();
void getfilenameQ;
void popup_savewindow();
void setlabel();
void setfunction();
void managej>opup();
void delete_button();

main(int argc,char *argv[])
{

Widget toplevell,toplevel2;
Widget baseboard;
Widget button;
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90

Widget label;
Widget label_box;
Widget function;
Widget functionJbox;
Widget save,quit;
Widget save box;
Widget Help;
Widget Help_window;
Widget delete;
int n;
char *filename;
Arg wargs[10];
Dimension height,width;
s t r u c t _widget_info *initial_position ;

100

/* Create toplevel shell */
toplevell = XtInitialize(argv[0],"workshop",NULL,0,&argc,argv);
=XtCreateApplicationShell( M WorkArea",transientShellWidgetClass,NULL,0);
no
XtAddActions(actionsTable,XtNumber(actionsTable));/* Add translations */
trans_table=XtParseTranslationTable(default Translations);
toplevel2

/ * Create the Base BulletinBoard
n=0;

*/

baseboard=XtCreateManagedWidget ( " b a s e b o a r d " ,xmBulletinBoardWidget Class, toplevell, NULL, 0);
active_any=0;

/ * Initially

No Widget is active

*/

120

/ * This is the button to be clicked to activate
a button type */
n=0;
XtSetArg (wargs [n], Xt Nx, 10); n + + ;
XtSetArg(wargs[n],XtNy,20);n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n],XtNwidth,90);n++;
button=XtCreateMan aged Widget ( " b u t t on",xmPushButlx)n Widget Class,baseboard, wargs,ri);
XtAddCallback(button,XmNactivateCallback,set_widget_type, " b u t t o n " ) ;
130
create_workboard(toplevel2);/* Creates the Work area */
/* This is used to label the activated widget */
/ * There is a popup box associated with it.
*j
n=0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n],XtNx,10);n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[nj,XtNy,50);n++;
XtSet Arg(wargs [n] ,XtN width,90) ; n + + ;
label=XtCreateManagedWidget ("Label ",xmPushButton WidgetClass,baseboard, wargs,n);
label_box = create_function_popup(label,setlabel,"LABEL");
140
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Xt AddCallback(label,XmNactivateCallback,managej>opup,label_box);
/ * This is used to associate a function with the activated widget */
j* There is a popup box associated with it.
*/
XtSet Arg(wargs[0] ,XtNx,10);
XtSet Arg(wargs [1] ,XtNy,80);
XtSet Arg(wargs[2],XtNwidth,90);
function=XtCreateManagedWidget ("Function",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,baseboard, wargs,3);
functionbox = create_function_popup(function,setfunction, "FUNCTION");
XtAddCallback(function,XmNactivateCallback,manage_popup,function_box);
150
XtSet Arg(wargs [0] ,XtNx, 10);
XtSet Arg(wargs [1] ,XtNy,l 10);
XtSet Arg(wargs[2] ,XtNwidth,90);
delete=XtCreateManagedWidget( "Delete",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,baseboard,wargs,3);
XtAddCallback(delete,XmNactivateCallback,delete_button,NULL);
/* Create a Help Button */
XtSet Arg(wargs[0],XtNx,10);
XtSet Arg(wargs [1] ,XtNy, 140);
xeo
XtSetArg(wargs[2],XtNwidth,90);
Help=XtCreateManagedWidget( "Help",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,baseboard, wargs,3);
Help_window = helpwindow(Help);
XtAddCallback(Help,XmNactivateCallback,manage_popup,Help_window);

/ * Create the Quit button */
XtSetArg(wargs[0],XtNx,10);
XtSet Arg(wargs[l] ,XtNy, 170);
XtSet Arg(wargs[2] ,XtNwidth,90);
170
quit=XtCreateManagedWidget("Quit",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,baseboard,wargs,3);
XtAddCallback(quit,XmNactivateCallback,quit_application,NULL);
I* Create the Save button and its associated popup box*/
XtSet Arg(wargs[0] ,XtNx, 10);
XtSet Arg(wargs[l] ,XtNy,200);
XtSet Arg(wargs[2] ,XtNwidth,90);
save=XtCreateManagedWidget(" Save",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,baseboard,wargs,3);
save_box=create_popup(save);
XtAddCallback(save,XmNactivateCallback,popup_savewindow,save_box);
iso

current_widget = (char *)malloc(6*sizeof(char));
strcpy(current_widget,"\0");/* Initialize currentjype

*/

num_children = 0 ; / * Number of Toplevel children */
Xt Realize Widget (toplevel 1);
XtRealizeWidget (toplevel2);
XtMainLoop();

190
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}
static void popup_savewindow(Widget w,Widget box,caddr_t client_data)
{
XtManageChild(box);

}
static void quit_application(Widget w,caddr_t client_data,caddr_t call_data)

200

{
}

Xt CloseDisplay (XtDisplay (w));
exit(O);

/ * Sets the current widget type */
static void set_widget_type(w,widget_type,call_data)
Widget w;
char *widget_type;
caddr t call data;
{

210

strcpy (current_widget," \ 0");
strcpy (current _widget,widget _type);

}

t y p e d e f struct _file_data{
Widget textwidget;
Widget box;
};

220

/ * Creates the popup for the Save button */
static Widget create_popup(Widget w)

int n;
Widget box;
Widget file;
Widget Ok,Cancel;
Arg wargs [3];
struct _file_data *file_data;

230

n=0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n],XmNautoUnmanage,FALSE) ;n++;
box=XmCreateBulletinBoardDialog(w,"SaveFile",wargs ,n);
240

n=0;
XtSet Arg(wargs[n],XtNx, 10) ;n++;
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XtSet Arg(wargs[n],XtNy,20) ;n++;
file=XtCreateManagedWidget ( " F i l e ",xmTextWidgetClass,box,wargs,n);
n=0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n],XtNx,10);n+-|-;
XtSet Arg(wargs[n],XtNy,60) ;n++;
Ok=XtCreateManagedWidget ("OK",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,box,wargs,n);
250
file_data = (struct _file_data *) malloc(l * sizeof(struct
file_data—>textwidget=file;
file_data— >box=box;

file data));

XtAddCallback(Ok,XmNactivateCallback,getfilename,file_data);

}

n=0;
XtSet Arg(wargs[n] ,XtNx,40) ;n++;
XtSet Arg(wargs[n],XtNy,60) ;n++;
Cancel=XtCreateManagedWidget ("Cancel",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,box,wargs,n);
XtAddCallback(Cancel,XmNactivateCallback,unmanage_popup,box);
260
return box;

static void getfilename(Widget w,struct _file_data *filedata,caddr_t call_data)
{
char *str;
str=XmTextGetString(filedata— >textwidget);
XtUnmanageChild(filedata—>box);
save_window(str);
XtFree(str);

270

static Widget create_function_popup(Widget w,void (*function) (Widget,Widget,XEvent* ),char *purpose)
{

280

int n;
Widget box;
Widget label_string;
Widget Ok,Quit;
Widget LABEL;
Arg wargs [3];
n=0;
XtSet Arg(wargs[n],XmNautoUnmanage,FALSE) ;n++;
box=XmCreateBulletinBoardDialog(w, "popup", wargs,n);
n=0;
XtSet Arg(wargs [n] ,XtNx, 10) ;n++;

290
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XtSetArg(wargs[n],XtNy,20);n++;
LABEL=XtCreateManagedWidget(purpose,xmPushButtonWidgetClass,box,wargs,n);

n=0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n],XtNx,10);n++;
300
XtSet Arg(wargs [n] ,XtNy,45) ;n++;
label_string =XtCreateManagedWidget("LabelString",xmTextWidgetClass,box,wargs,n);
XtAddEventHandler(label_string,ButtonPressMask,FALSE,clear_string,NULL);
n=0;
XtSet Arg(wargs[n],XtNx,10) ;n++;
XtSet Arg(wargs[n],XtNy,80) ;n++;
Ok=XtCreateManagedWidget("OK" ,xmPushButtonWidgetClass,box,wargs,n);
XtAddCallback(Ok,XmNactivateCallback,function,label_string);
310
n=0;

XtSet Arg(wargs[n] ,XtNx,40) ;n++;
XtSet Arg(wargs[n],XtNy,80) ;n++;
Qiiit=XtCreat.eManaged Widget ("QUIT11 .xmPushButton WidgetClass,box, wargs,11);
XtAddCallback(Quit,XmNactivateCallback,unmanage_popup,box);
return box;
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static void unmanage_popup(Widget w,Widget box,caddr_t call_data)
{
Arg wargs [3];
if (active_any = = 1){
XtSet Arg(wargs[0],XtNforeground,0);
XtSet Arg(wargs[l],XtNbackground,l);
XtSet Values(current_active, wargs,2);

}

active_any =0;
XtUnmanageChild(box);

330

}
static void clear_string(Widget w,caddr_t dummy,XEvent *event)
{
if (event—>xbutton.button==l) XmTextSetString(w,"\0");

}
static void setlabel(w,text,dummy)
Widget w;
Widget text;
XEvent *dummy;
{_
int i;
Arg wargs [4];

340
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int width,height;
XmString labelstr;
char *str;
if (active_any = = 1)
{

350

struct _widget_info *info;
str=XmTextGetString(text);
labelstr = XmStringCreate(str,XmSTRING_DEFAULT_CHARSET);
XtSet Arg(wargs[0] ,XmNlabelString,labelstr);
XtSetArg(wargs[l],XmNwidth,45);
XtSet Values (current_active, wargs, 2);
XmStringFree (labelstr);
info = findwidgetinfo(current_active);
strcpy (info—>specific_info.button_info.label,str);
XtPree(str);

}

}

static void setfunction(w,text,dummy)
Widget w;
Widget text;
XEvent *dummy;

{

360
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if (active_any = = 1)
{
struct _widget_info *info;
char *str;
str=XmTextGetString(text);
info = findwidgetinfo(current_active);
strcpy (info - > specific_info .buttonjnfo .function ,str);
XtFree(str);
}

380

}
static void manage_popup(w,popupbox,dummy)
Widget w;
Widget popupbox;
caddr_t dummy;
{
XtManageChild(popupbox);

}
1260

static void delete_button(Widget w,caddr_t dummy,caddr_t dummyl)
{
struct

widget_info *info;

if (active_any = = 1) {
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XtUnmanageChild(current_active);
info = find widgetinfo (current _active);
info—>delete=l;
active_any = 0;
}

400

}
cc
/* —o rebuild rebuild_window.c

—I/usr3/motif/usr/include —L/usr3/motif/usr/lib —lXm —lXt —1X11

This is the module which tracks events
in the work area. It traps the motion of
the pointer on the window and invokes
the functions necessary to create
a simple and composite buttons.
It also sets up an event handler which pops
up the numberbuttons
box which helps
in getting the number of buttons the user
wants in a sub menu.

4io

^ i n c l u d e <stdio.h>
# i n c l u d e <Xm/BulletinB.h>
^ i n c l u d e <Xm/RowColumn.h>
420
/*
currentjwidget indicates the type of widget to
be created next
7
e x t e r n char *current_widget;
I*
"current_active"
selected

has the widget which is

currently
430

7
e x t e r n Widget current active ;
/*
"active any" indicates if any widget has been selected thus
helping in distinguishing dummy clicks from the clicks when
selecting a widget.

7

extern int active_any;
e x t e r n struct _widget_info widget_info[100];
e x t e r n int num_children ;

440

I* "subboard is the workplace widget */
e x t e r n Widget subboard;
I* table used for holding accelerators */
e x t e r n XtTranslations trans J,able;
I* Structure used to hold x,y co ordinates */
t y p e d e f struct XY{
int xcord;
int ycord;
} ;
t y p e d e f struct _function_info{
Widget popup;
Widget textfield;
Widget button;

};
struct XY *xy;
/ * dialog box for number buttons */
Widget number_buttons_box;
XEvent *MenuPositionEvent;
Widget PopUplist[30];
int Number_Popups;

/* Module specific functions
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static

*/

void create_widget();
void create_button();
void getxy();
void setxy();
void set_current_widget();
void grow();
Widget create_number_buttons_box( Widget
void change_to_composite();
void manage_popup_button2press();
Widget create_submenu();
Widget create_button_in_submenu();
void PopdownAllQ;

void create_workboard(toplevel2)
Widget toplevel2;

{
Arg wargs[10];
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int n;
Dimension width,height;
500
r
create a bulletin board as a child toplevelS

7
subboard= XtCreateManagedWidget("Baseboard",
xmBulletinBoardWidget Class,
toplevel2,NULL,0);
/*
storage for x and y pointer coords

510

7
x y = ( s t r u c t XY *) malloc(l*sizeof(struct XY));

/ * note current x and y coordinates */
XtAddEventHandler(subboard,PointerMotionMask,FALSE,getxy,xy);
/*

7 create

a widget on a Button

release on the work space.

520

Xt AddEventHandler(subboard,ButtonReleaseMask, FALSE, create_widget, NULL);
Number_Popups = 0;
}

/ * creates a widget of type current widget */
static void create_widget(w,dummy,event)
Widget w;
caddr t dummy;
XEvent *event;
{

530

if (strcmp(current_widget,"\0")==0) return;
if (strcmp(current_widget,"button")==0) create_button(w);
/ *if (strcmp(current_widget,

"Composite")——0)

create_Composite(w);*/
540

strcpy (current _widget," \ 0 ");
return;

/*
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creates a button at the current pointer coordinates .
and store the information in the node in the tree.
7

550

static void create_button(w)
Widget w;
{
Widget button,box;
Dimension width,height;
Widget rowcolumn;
Arg wargs[10];
Widget buttonJbox;

560

rowcolumn = XtCreateManagedWidget("rowcol",xmRowColumnWidgetClass,w,NULL,0);
XtSet Arg(wargs[0] ,XtNx,xy- >xcord);
XtSet Arg (wargs [1] ,XtNy,xy—> ycord);
XtSet Values (rowcolumn, wargs,2);
button=XtCreateWidget ("Button",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,rowcolumn,NULL,0);
XtManageChild(button);
Xt Augment Translations (button ,tr ans_table);
570
button_box=create_number_buttons_box(button);
widget jnfo[num_children].window_id = Xt Window (button);
widget_info[num_children] .Parent = rowcolumn;
XtAddCallback(button,XmNactivateCallback,set_current_widget,NULL);
Xt AddEventHandler(button,ButtonReleaseMask,FALSE,manage_popup_button2press,button_box);
Xt AddEventHandler(button,ButtonReleaseMask,FALSE,PopdownAll,NULL);
strcpy(widget_info[num_children].widget_type,"B");/* B represents button */
widget_info[num_children].level = 0;
/* Get the values of the resources and store in widgetJnfo */
XtSet Arg(wargs[0] ,XtNx,&widget_info[num_children] .x);
XtSetArg(wargs[l],XtNy,&widget_info[num_children].y);
XtSet Arg(wargs[2],XtNwidth,&widget_info[num_children]. width);
XtSet Arg(wargs[3] ,XtNheight,&widget_info[num_children] .height);
Xt Get Values (rowcolumn, wargs ,4);
strcpy(widget_info[num_children].specific_info.button_info.function, "_No_Function_");
strcpy (widgetjnfo [num_children] .specificjnfo. b u t t o n j n f o . label," But t on");
widget _info[num_children].nextlink= NULL;
widgetjnfo [num_children] .compositelink= NULL;
num_children++;
return;

/ * gets the current pointer x any y co— ordinates */
static void getxy(w,xy,event)
Widget w;

580
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struct XY *xy;
XEvent *event;
{

600

xy—>xcord=event—>xmotion.x;
xy—>ycord=event—>xmotion.y;
printf('"/,d
'/,d\n",xy—>xcord,xy—>ycord);
return;

}
610

/* Set the values of the widget to x and y */
static void setxy(w,dummyl,event)
Widget w;
c a d d r t dummy 1;
XEvent *event;
{
Position xcord,ycord;
Arg wargs [5];
int i;
struct _widget_info *info;
Widget Parent;
info = findwidgetinfo(w);
Parent=info— >Parent;
xcord=event—>xmotion.x;
ycord=event—>xmotion.y;
XtSetArg(wargs[0],XtNx,xcord);
XtSetArg(wargs[l],XtNy,ycord);
XtSetValues (Parent;wargs, 2);
info—>x=xcord;
info—>y=ycord;
return;

/ *
sets the current widget to the selected widget,
also changes the background and foreground of
the widget to indicate the selection and deselection.
7
static void set_current_widget(Widget w,caddr_t dummyl,caddr t dimmy2)
{

620

630

640

Arg wargs [3];
if (active_any)
{

650
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XtSet Arg(wargs[0],XtNforeground,0);
XtSet Arg (wargs [ 1] ,XtNbackground, 1);
Xt Set Values (cur rent _active, wargs, 2);

}
current_active = w;
active_any =1;
XtSet Arg (wargs [0] ,XtNforeground, 1);
XtSetArg(wargs[l],XtNbackground,0);
XtSet Values (current_active, wargs,2);

660

}
increments

the size of the button.

7
static void grow(Widget w,XEvent event,String params ,Cardinal *num_params)
{
Arg wargs [4];
int n;
int width,height;
struct widget info *info;
n=0;
XtSet Arg(wargs[n],XtNwidth,&width);n++;
XtSet Arg(wargs[n],XtNheight,&height);n+-|-;
XtGetValues(w,wargs,n);
width+=10;
height+=10;
n=0;
XtSet Arg(wargs[n],XtNwidth,width) ;n++;
XtSet Arg(wargs[n] ,XtNheight, height) ;n++;
XtSet Values(w,wargs,n);

070

eso

info = findwidgetinfo(w);
info—>width=width;
info— >height=height;

}

690

/*
Pop the number button box on middle mouse button press
on a widget on the work place.
*/
static void manage_popup_button2press(Widget w,Widget popup,XEvent *event)
{ .
if (event—>xbutton.button = = 2)
{
Arg wargs [3];
int n;

700
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n=0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n],XtNforeground,l);n++;
XtSet Arg(wargs [n] ,XtNbackground,0) ; n + + ;
XtSet Values(w,wargs,n);
cur rent _active=w;
active_any=l;
XtManageChild(popup);

}
710

struct _parameter{
Widget text;
Widget box

};
720
I*
Creates c, popup box which gets the number of buttons

7
static Widget create_number_buttons_box(Widget w)
{
int n;
Widget box;
Widget label_string;
Widget Ok,Quit;
Arg wargs [3];
struct _parameter ^parameter ;

730

n=0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n] ,XmNautoUnmanage,FALSE) ; n + + ;
box=XmCreateBulletinBoardDialog(w, "popup",wargs,n);

n=0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n],XtNx,10);n++;
XtSet Arg(wargs[n],XtNy,20) ; n + + ;
label_string =
XtCreateManagedWidget( "LabelStr ing",xmText WidgetClass,box, wargs,n);
XtAddEventHandler(
label_string,ButtonPressMask,FALSE,clear_string,NULL);
parameter =
(struct _parameter *)malloc(l * sizeof(struct _parameter));
parameter—>text=label_string;
parameter—>box=box;
n=0;
XtSet Arg(wargs[n] ,XtNx, 10) ; n + + ;

740
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XtSet Arg(wargs[n],XtNy,60);n++;
Ok=XtCreateManagedWidget ("OK",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,box, wargs,n);
XtAddCallback(Ok,XmNactivateCallback,change_to_composite, parameter);
n=0;
XtSet Arg(wargs[n],XtNx,40) ; n + + ;
XtSetArg(wargs[n],XtNy,60);n++;
Quit=XtCreateManagedWidget ("QUIT",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,box,wargs,n);
XtAddCallback(Quit,XmNactivateCallback,unmanage_popup,box);
r e t u r n box;

760

}

change a simple button to composite

button.

*/
s t a t i c v o i d change_to_composite(Widget w,struct _parameter *parameter,caddr_t dummy)
{
s t r u c t _widget_info *info;
char *str;
int number;
Widget submenu;
Widget text;
Widget box;
Arg wargs [4];
int x,y;
s t r u c t _widget_info *head;
int i;
i=l;

770
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str=XmTextGetString(parameter—>text);
number=atoi(str);
XtPree(str);
XtUnmanageChild(parameter—>box);
790
submenu=create_submenu(number);
I*

7

Translate the coordinates of the widget on the work place
to the coordinates on the root window.
XtTranslateCoords (current _active, (Position)O, (Position) 0 ,&x,&y);

/*
increment the coordinates and place the submenu
near at that position , which happens to be
position just right to the button.
7

soo
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x=x+10;
y=y+10;
XtSetArg(wargs[0],XtNx,x);
XtSetArg(wargs[l],XtNy,y);
XtSet Values(submenu, wargs,2);
XtPopup (submenu,XtGrabNone);
810

link the current widget's composite
link with the head of the children
in the subjmenu.

7
info=findwidgetinfo(current_active);
head=info—> comp ositelink;
/ *

820

Get the window ids for the buttons
in the submenu now . The window
ids are available only after the
XtPopup () call as it is when the
buttons will be actually having
windows.

7
while (head)
{
head—>window_id = Xt Window (head—>window);
head=head— >nextlink;

830

}

840
I*

7

Creates a submenu containing the
"number buttons" buttons in it.

static Widget create submenu(int number_buttons)
{
Widget submenu;
int i;
WidgetList buttons;
struct _widget_info
struct _widget_info
struct _widget_info
struct _widget_info

850
*info;
*next;
*head;
*new_child;
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struct widgetjnfo *new;
Widget Parent;
Widget box;
int x,y,height;
Arg wargs [3];
860

info=findwidgetinfo(current_active);
strcpy (info— > widget _type," C ");
/*
Create a Popup shell

7
submenu=XtCreatePopupShell(" ",transientShellWidgetClass,subboard,NULL,0);
box=XtCreateManagedWidget ("box",xmBulletinBoardWidgetClass,submenu,NULL,0);
/*

870
Allocate space for the children widgets
and create them .
Note: The children will not be having any
window_ids at this point. Since the PopShell
is itself is not realised until XtPopUp()
is invoked on it and which is done in the
caller of this routine.

7
buttons = (WidgetList) XtMalloc(numberJbuttons*sizeof(Widget));
x=0;
y=0;
head= (struct _widgetjnfo *) malloc(l * sizeof(struct _widgetjnfo));
next = head;
for (i=0;i<=number_buttons—l;i++)
I*
Create the button in the subjnenu
and associate the call backs that
can be associated with any normal
button , which is done in
create_button_in_submenu().

{

880
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buttons[i] = create J)uttonjn_submenu(box,y);
XtSetArg(wargs[0],XtNheight,&height);
Xt Get Values (buttons [i], wargs, 1);
y=y+height+10;
new_child= (struct _widgetjnfo *) malloc(l * sizeof(struct _widgetjnfo));
strcpy (new_child-> widget Jype," B ");
new_child-> level = 1 ;
new_child—> window=buttons [i];
strcpy(new_child->specificjnfo.buttonjnfo.function,"_No_Function_");
strcpy (new_child—>specificjnfo. buttonj n f o . label, "Button");
new_child—>nextlink= NULL;
new_child—>compositelink= NULL;
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next—>nextlink = new_child;
next = new_child;

}
i=0;
info—>compositelink=head—>nextlink;
PopUplist[Number_Popups+-|-]=submenu;
return submenu;

910

}
static Widget create_button_in_submenu(Widget parent,int y)
{
Widget button;
Widget button_box;
Arg wargs[10];

920

button=XtCreateManagedWidget("Button",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,parent,NULL,0);
XtSetArg(wargs[0],XtNy,y);
XtSet Values (button, wargs, 1);
XtAddCallback(button,XmNactivateCallback,set_current_widget,NULL);
button_box=create_number_buttons_box(button);
XtAddEventHandler(button,ButtonPressMask,FALSE,manage_popup_button2press,button_box);
return button;

}

930

I*
On the right button press on a button,
popdouin the menus associated with
this button to the lowest level

7
static void PopdownAll(Widget w,caddr_t dummy,XEvent *event)
{
if (event—>xbutton.button = = 3)

940

{
Arg wargs [3];
int n;
n=0;
XtSet Arg(wargs[n] ,XtNforeground,0) ;n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n],XtNbackground,l);n++;
XtSet Values(w, wargs ,n);
for (n=0;n<=Number_Popups—l;n+-(-)
XtPopdown (PopUplist [n]);
NumberPopups = 0;

}

}

/*
This routine takes a widget as input

950

and returns a pointer to the node in the
contains information about that widget.It
if the information about the widget does
The window id of the widget is used to
between different widgets.

tree which
returns NIL
not exist.
distinguish

7

e x t e r n int num children;
e x t e r n struct _widget_info widget_info[100];
int numb;

static struct _widget_info* searchlinksof();
struct _widget_info*

findwidgetinfo (Widget w)

int id;
int i;
int k;
struct _widget_info *result;

printf("in to the find\n");

numb=0;
id= XtWindow(w);
result = NULL;
for (i=0;i<=num_children—l;i++)
{
printf(" 7«d\n",++numb);
/*
Check if the required node is this toplevel node.
7
if (id = = widget _info[i].window_id) {
printf("toplevel\n");
return (&widget_info[i]);
}
else

I*
Otherwise search the composite link of this toplevel
node.

7

{
printf("in t o t h e s i n d \ n " ) ;
result = searchlinksof(widget_info[i].compositelink,&id)
if (result!=NULL)
{

40

printf(" 7.d—*/,d",id,result—> window_id);
return result;
}

1010

}
}
printf("retutniosrjh.bjhreg NU11");
return N U L L ;

}

1020

I*
Searches recursively,

the links of the

static struct _widget_info*
{

"next".

searchlinksof(struct _widget_info *next,int *wid)

struct _widget_info *result;
struct _widget_info *info;

1030

result = NULL;
info = next;
while (info!=NULL)
{
printf( , "/.d\n",++numb);
if ((*wid)==info—>window_id) {
return info;}
else

{

1040

result=searchlinksof(info—>compositelink,wid);
if (result!=NULL)
{
return result;

}
}
printf("no t o p l e v e l \ n " ) ;
info = info—>nextlink; /* search next node */

}
}

printf("returning null");
r e t u r n result;

/* Creates a Help dialog with just an O.K button */

1050
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/* Name:Help.c

*/
1060

# i n c l u d e <Xm/MessageB.h>
# i n c l u d e "str_comp.c"
void okcallbackQ;

void help_callback(Widget w,char *str[],caddr_t call_data)
1070

{
Widget dialog;
Widget label;
int n;
Arg wargs[10];
XmString xmstr;
/ * Create the message dialog

*/
1080

n=0;
XtSet Arg(wargs[n],XmNautoUnmanage,FALSE);n+-|-;
dialog = XmCreateMessageDialog(w,"Help",wargs,n);
/* Unmanage the cancel widget

and the help widget */

XtUnmanageChild(XmMessageBoxGetChild(dialog,XmDIALOG_CANCEL_BUTTON));
XtUnmanageChild(XmMessageBoxGetChild(dialog,XmDIALOG_HELP_BUTTON));
1090
/* Retrieve

the label widget and make the text left justified

*/

label = XmMessageBoxGetChild(dialog,XmDIALOG_MESSAGE_LABEL);
n=0;
XtSet Arg(wargs [n] ,XmNalignment ,Xm ALIGNMENT_BEGINNING) ; n + + ;
XtSet Values (label, wargs ,n);
Xt AddCallback(dialog,XmNokCallback,okcallback,NULL);

xmstr = str_compound(str);/* convert the simple string to compound
n=0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n] ,XmNmessageString,xmstr) ;n+-(-;
XtSet Values(dialog, wargs,n);

1100

string*/
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XtManageChild(dialog);
}

/ * Destroy the dynamically

created Help dialog */

v o i d okcallback(Widget w,caddr_t client_data,caddr_t call_data){
XtDestroyWidget(w);

1120

}

/*
This module creates the help window with
several buttons on it , which when clicked
provide the help text for that operation.

1130

7
s t a t i c c h a r *help_tour[] = {
"
11

Interactive Graphical User Interface Generator
M

j

" This is a tool to build windows interactively . ",

n 11

>

" Buttons can be placed at desired positions on the windowi40",

it 11

j

" Functions can be associated with the buttons interactively

11 M
" Pulldown menus and Cascade menus can also be associated with",

ti 11

>

" the buttons."j

it ti
" For help on each facility go up the menu",

11 ti
" and c l i c k on d e s i r e d help buttons.",
it 11
5

1150

};
s t a t i c c h a r *help_simple_button[] = {
"

To Create a Simple Button

it
11 ti

",

11

5

" Click Buttonl[Left Button] on the 'button

7

and ",

M it
?

" Click Buttonl on the WorkBoard at the desired position",

" ",

1160
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" of the button .",

it it

};
static char *help_label_button[] = {
"

To Label a Button

" Select the button to be labelled by ",

ii ti

1170

5

" Clicking Buttonl[Left Button] on it

",

" and then ",
N

II

j

" Click on 'label' ",

II tl
" Enter the label name in the popup box that appears",

1180

static char *help_funct_button[] = {
"

To Associate a function with a button

" Select the button to associate the function with by",

M ii
5
" Clicking Buttonl[Left Button] on it

ti it

",

5

" and then

ii n

>

" Click on 'function'

M it
" Enter the function name in the popup box that appears",

tt it
j

};
static char *simple_comp[] = {
To convert a simple button to Composite

",
1200

Select the button by

it
Clicking the Button2[Middle Button] on it",

it
5
Enter the number of buttons in the popup box that appears.",

ii
A menu will popup with that many buttons in it.",

ti
?

The buttons in the menu

in turn can be configured to have

",

menus associated with them and so on.",

1210
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To PopDown the menu click right button on the ",

ii

j

button with, which the popup menu is associated.",

};
s t a t i c c h a r *delete_but[] — {
To delete a Button

M
)

Select the button to be deleted by",

m
5
II

>

Clicking the buttonl[Left Button] on it",

ii

5

and then
n
Click on the delete button to delete the button",

1230
^ i n c l u d e "help.c"
void unmanage_wind();
Widget help_window (Widget button)
{
Widget baseboard;
Widget simple_button;
Widget comp_button;
Widget t o u r b u t t o n ;
Widget helpjabel;
Widget help_funct;
Widget delete;
Widget quit;
Arg wargs [4];

XtSet Arg(wargs[0],XmNautoUnmanage,FALSE);
baseboard = XmCreateBulletinBoardDialog(button, "box",wargs,1);

1240
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j* Create help for general info */
XtSet Arg (wargs [0] ,XtNx ,10);
XtSet Arg(wargs[l],XtNy,20);
XtSet Arg(wargs[2],XtNwidth, 120);
tour_button=
XtCreateManagedWidget("Info ",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,baseboard,wargs,3);
XtAddCallback(tour_button,XmNactivateCallback,help_callback,help_tour);
1260

/* Create help for creating simple button */
XtSet Arg(wargs [0] ,XtNx, 10);
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XtSet Arg(wargs[l],XtNy, 50);
XtSet Arg(wargs [2] ,XtNwidth, 120);
simple_button=
XtCreateManagedWidget("SimpleButton ",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,baseboard,wargs,3);
XtAddCallback(simple_button,XmNactivateCallback,help_callback,help_simple_button);
/ * Create help for creating composite button */
XtSetArg(wargs[0],XtNx,10);
1270
XtSet Arg(wargs [1] ,XtNy,80);
XtSetArg(wargs[2],XtNwidth,120);
comp_button=
XtCreateManagedWidget("CompositeButton",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,baseboard, wargs
XtAddCallback(comp_button,XmNactivateCallback,help_callback,simple_comp);
I* Create help for labelling a button */
XtSet Arg(wargs[0],XtNx,10);
XtSet Arg(wargs[l] ,XtNy, 110);
XtSet Arg(wargs[2],XtN width, 120);
1280
helpjabel =
XtCreateManagedWidget("labelButton ",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,baseboard,wargs,3) :
XtAddCallback(help_label,XmNactivateCallback,help_callback,help_label_button);
j* Create help for associating a function with a button */
XtSet Arg(wargs[0],XtNx, 10);
XtSet Arg(wargs[l],XtNy,140);
XtSet Arg (wargs [2] ,XtN width, 120);
help_funct=
XtCreateManaged Widget ( M FunctionAssoc'',xmPushButtonWidgetClass,baseboard,®arrgs,3)
XtAddCallback(help_funct,XmNactivateCallback,help_callback,help_funct_button);
XtSet Arg(wargs[0],XtNx,10);
XtSet Arg(wargs[l],XtNy, 170);
XtSet Arg(wargs[2],XtNwidth, 120);
delete =
XtCreateManagedWidget("DeleteButton",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,baseboard,wargs,3);
XtAddCallback(delete,XmNactivateCallback,help_callback,delete_but);
/* Create a quit button
*/
XtSet Arg(wargs[0],XtNx, 10);
1300
XtSet Arg(wargs[l],XtNy,200);
XtSet Arg(wargs [2] ,XtNwidth, 120);
quit =
XtCreateManagedWidget( "Quit",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,baseboard,wargs,3);
XtAddCallback(quit,XmNactivateCallback,unmanage_wind,baseboard);
r e t u r n baseboard;

}
v o i d unmanage_wind (Widget w,Widget wind,caddr_t call_data)
{
XtUnmanageChild(wind);

}
t y p e d e f s t r u c t _current_label_info{

1310
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char *current_label;
int status;
} ;
typedef struct _button_info{
char label[40];
char function[200];

1320

};
typedef struct
{

widget info

char widget_type[2]; /* either "B" or "C" */
Widget window;
/* current widget */
Widget Parent;
/ * parent of this widget */
int window_id;
/ * unique window id of the widget*/
int level; /* indicates the position of the button
inthe hierarchy */
Position x;
/ * x co ordinate */
Position y;
/* y coordinate */
int delete;
/* indicates if it is deleted */
Widget PopUp; /* Associated Popup */
int popup_status;
Dimension width;
Dimension height;

1330

1340
struct _widget_info *nextlink; /* a simple link, i.e a link to the next
node at the same level */
struct _widget_info *compositelink;/* a composite link, i.e a link to the
first node of the children list */
union {
struct
} specificjnfo;
};
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

button info button info;

1350
<X 11 /Intrinsic .h >
<stdio.h>
<Xm/Xm.h>
<Xll/StringDefs.h>
<Xm/Text.h>
<Xm/PushB.h>
<Xm/BulletinB.h>
<Xm/CascadeB.h>
<Xm/Form.h>
<Xm/Label.h>
<Xm/RowColumn.h>
<Xm/Separator.h>
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This module reads the info stored in the form
of a recursive descend grammar and rebuilds
the windows with the buttons and the composite
buttons.
1370
The following grammar describes the scenario
of 2 buttons ,
1> Shell ===> A composite button, indicated by "C"
2> mail =——> A simple button, indicated by "B"
The "Shell" has a pull down menu associated with it
which has 4 simple buttons as its children.
butttonl

, labelled "ksh" and function associated with it
is xterm —e ksh &
butttonS , labelled "csh" and function associated with it
is xterm —e csh &
buttton3 , labelled "bash" and function associated with it
is xterm —e bash &
buttton4 , labelled "sh" and function associated with it
is xterm —e sh &

"mail" is a simple button, with (x,y)
(78,199)
and (height,width) (54,31)
function associated ==> xterm —e elm &

C

end
B

====>
shell
61
31

1380
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Indicates the start of info for a composite button
=======>
Label of the composite button
=======>
X cordinate of the button on the window.
————==— > Y coordinate of the button on the window.
B
=======>
A button (1) in the pull down menu for the "SheMibo
ksh
=======>
Label of the buttonl in the pull down menu
xterm —e ksh & => Function associated with "ksh" button
B
=======>
A button (2) in the pull down menu for the "Shell"
csh
=——==——> Label of the button2 in the pull down menu
xterm —e csh & —> Function associated with "csh" button
B
=======>
A button (3) in the pull down menu for the "Shell"
bash
=======>
Label of the button3 in the pull down menu
xterm —e bash & => Function associated with "bash" button
B
=======>
A button (4) in the pull down menu for the "Shell"
sh
=—=====> Label of the button4 in the pull down m&mt
xterm —e bash & => Function associated with "sh" button
==========>
Indicates info associated with "shell" composite button
====> Indicates the start of info for a simple button
78
=======>
X cordinate of the button on the window.
199
=======>
Y coordinate of the button on the window.
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54
=======>
Height of the button
31
=======>
Weight of the button
mail
=======>
Label of the button
xterm —e elm & ==—=> Function associated with the

button.
1420
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FILE *fp;
void read_button_info();
Widget create_composite_button();
void post_menu();
static void quit_window();
int globy;

1430

void main(int argc,char *argv[])
{

Widget workboard;
Widget toplevel;
Widget quit;
int width,height;
int level;
int x,y;
int n;
Arg wargs [4];
char *str;
WidgetList menubar;
WidgetList submenu;
WidgetList button;
int i;

1440
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toplevel=XtInitialize(argv[0],"workarea h ,NULL,0,&argc,argv);
fp = fopen(argv[l],"r");
printf( " opened\n");
/* create the toplevel shell
fscanf(fp, "%d", &x);
fscanf(fp, "%d",&y);
fscanf(fp, "%d", &width);
fscanf(fp, "%d",&height);
n=0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n],XtNx,x);n++;
XtSet Arg (wargs[n], XtNy, y);n++;
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XtSe tArg (wargs [n], XtNwidth, width) ;n++;
XtSet A rg(wargs [n], XtNheight,height) ;n++;
workboard = XtCreateManaged Widget ("rebuildwindow " ,xmBulletinBoard WidgetClass, toplevel, wargs, n);*/
n=0;
1470
XtSetArg(waxgs[0],XmNorientation,Xm VERTICAL) ; n + + ;
XtSet Arg(wargs[l],XmNpacking,XmPACK_COLUMN);n++;
XtSet Arg(wargs[2],XmNadjustLast,TRUE) ; n + + ;
workboard = XtCreateManagedWidget( "rebuildwindow",xmBulletinBoardWidgetClass,toplevel,wargs,n
n=0;
str =(char *) malloc(30*sizeof(char));
menubar=(WidgetList)XtMalloc(100*sizeof(Widget));
submenu=(WidgetList)XtMalloc(100*sizeof(Widget));
button=(WidgetList)XtMalloc(100*sizeof(Widget));
1480
1=0;
level =0;
globy=10;

Read the file while not end of file.
while (!feof(fp))
{

1490
strcpy(str,"\0");
fscanf(fp,'7.s",str);
printf("'/,s\n",str);

If the info read indicates that the following
information is for a simple button type
then invoke read_button_info() to create
a simple button with that info.
1500
if(strcmp(str,"B")==0){
read_button_info(workboard,0);

}
else
if the info read indicates that the following
information is for the composite button tyep
then , create a rowcolumn widget (menubar),
and invoke create_composite_button()
which
returns a created submenu . Add a event handler
to the button ,to post the submenu when
the mouse right button(Motif standard) is
pressed on the composite button.
if(strcmp(str,"C")==0){
fscanf (fp,"'/, s " ,str);
fscanf(fp,'"/,d",&x);

1510
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fscanf(fp,"'/.d",&y);
XtSetArg(wargs[0],XtNx,10);
XtSet Arg(wargs[lj,XtNy,globy);
XtSet Arg(wargs[2] ,XtNwidth,45);
globy=globy+40;
menubar [i]=Xt CreateManaged Widget (
"menubar " ,xmRowColumn Widget Class,workboard,wargs,3);
XtManageChild (menubar [i]);
button[i] = XtCreateManagedWidget(
str,xmPushButtonWidgetClass,menubarfi] ,NULL,0);

1520

/* Create composite button */
submenu[i]=create_composite_button(menubar[i],level);
1530
XtAddEventHandler(button[i],ButtonPressMask,FALSE,post_menu,submenu[i]);
i++;

}

}

fclose(fp);
XtSet Arg(wargs [0] ,XtNx, 10);
globy=globy+30;
XtSet Arg(wargs [1] ,XtNy,globy);
quit = XtCreateManagedWidget( "Quit",xmPushButtonWidgetClass,workboard, wargs,2) ;i540
Xt AddCallback(quit,XmNactivateCallback,quit _window,NULL);
XtRealizeWidget(toplevel);
XtMainLoop();

s t a t i c void quit_window(Widget w,caddr_t client data,caddr t call data)
{

1550

XtCloseDisplay (XtDisplay (w));
exit(0);

Widget create_composite_button(Widget parent,int level)
{
char *strl;
int length;
Widget menubar;
Widget cascade;
Widget submenu;
Widget submenu 1;
Widget separator;
Arg wargs [10];

1560

p r i n t f ( " i n t o t h e comp\n");
s t r l = ( c h a r *) malloc(30*sizeof(char));
fscanf(fp,"7,s",strl);
printf( '"/,s\ii" ,strl);
if (strcmp(strl,"end")!=0)

If the level is "0" , create a PopUp
Otherwise create a Pulldown menu.

menu

if (level==0) {
submenu=XmCreatePopupMenu(parent,"sub_menu",NULL,0);
printf("popup menu c r e a t e d \ n " ) ;

}
else

{
submenu=XmCreatePulldownMenu(parent," sub _menu",NULL,0)
printf("pulldown menu c r e a t e d \ n " ) ;

}

Until an "end" is read for this composite button
from the file , repeat the whole process.
If simple button is created as a child then
invoke read buttonjnfo or else
recursively call itself i.e call
create_composite_button()

w h i l e (strcmp (str 1," end ")!=0)
{
if (strcmp(strl,"B")==0) {
read_button_info (submenu, 1);
fscanf(fp,'"/.s",strl);
printf("sfter buttonb");
if (strcmp(strl,"end")!=0) {
separator = XtCreateManagedWidget(
" s e p a r a t o r ",xmSeparatorWidget Class,submenu,NULL,0);
}

}
else
if (strcmp(strl,"C")==0) {
fscanf(fp,"7,s" ,strl);
Create a cascade button to accomaodate the cascade

menus.

cascade = XtCreateManagedWidget(
strl,xmCascadeButtonWidgetClass,submenu,NULL,0);
submenul = create_composite_button(submenu,l);

associate the resource XmNsubMenuId

of the cascade

button
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to the submenu from create_composite_button so that
the submenu can be posted when a pressed button is placed
on the cascade menu .
XtSet Arg(wargs[0] ,XmNsubMemiId,submenul);
XtSetValues(cascade,wargs,l);
fscanf(fp,'7.s",strl);
if (strcmp(strl,"end")!=0){
separator = XtCreateManagedWidget(
" s e p a r a t or ",xmSeparatorWidgetClass,submenu,NULL,0);
}

}

1620
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}

return submenu;

}

}

s t a t i c void associate_function();
s t a t i c void execQ;
1640
void read_button_info(Widget workboard,int level)
{
Widget button;
char *label;
char *function_assoc;
Arg wargs [5];
int i;
int n;
int x,y,width,height;
char *dummy;
char ch;
int length;

1650

if (level = = 0) {
fscanf(fp,'7.d'\&x);
XtSet Arg(wargs[0],XtNx, 10);
fscanf(fp,'7.d",&y);
fscanf(fp," '/.d" ,&width);
XtSet Arg(wargs[2],XtNwidth,65);
fscanf(fp,'7.d" ,&height);
XtSet Arg(wargs[3],XtNheight,height);
XtSet Arg(wargs[l] ,XtNy,globy);
globy=globy+45;

1660

}
label = (char *)malloc(30 * sizeof(char));
function_assoc = (char *)malloc(250 * sizeof(char));
printf("inside buton\n");
/ *fscanf(fp, "%s",label);
printf("xx%s\n",label);
*j

1670
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i=0;
ch=getc(fp);
while (((ch=getc(fp))!=' \ n ' ) k k (ch!=EOF)) {
label[i++]=ch;

}
label[i]=>\0>;
i=0;
while (((ch=getc(fp))!='\n') && (ch!=EOF)) {
functionassoc [i++] =ch;
}

1680

function_assoc[i]=' \ 0 ' ;
printf (" xx'/. s \ n " ,function_assoc);
button = XtCreateManagedWidget(label,xmPushButtonWidgetClass,workboard,NULL,0);
if (level = = 0){
XtSet Values (button, wargs ,4);

}

if (strcmp(function_assoc," _No_Function_")!=0) associate_function(button,function_assoc);

}
static void associate_function(Widget button,char *function_assoc)

{

1690

XtAddCallback(button,XmNactivateCallback,exec,function_assoc);

}
s t a t i c void exec(Widget w,char *function_assoc,caddr_t call_data)
{
system(function_assoc);

}
1700

static void post_menu(Widget w,Widget menu,XEvent *event)
{
Arg wargs [10];
int button;
1710
if (event—>xbutton.button = = 1)
{
XmMenuPosition(menu, event);
XtManageChild(menu);

}

}
/*

This module recursively traverses through
( Does a depth first search) the tree of nodes and
prints the info in to the file specified by the
user in the form of a recursive descend grammar.

1720
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The following grammar describes the scenario
of 2 buttons ,
1> Shell ===> A composite button, indicated by "C"
2> mail ===> A simple button, indicated by "B"
The "Shell" has a pull down menu associated with it
which has 4 simple buttons as its children.

1730

butttonl

, labelled "ksh" and function associated with it
is xterm —e ksh &
buttton2 , labelled "csh" and function associated with it
is xterm —e csh &
buttton3 , labelled "bash" and function associated with it
is xterm —e bash &
buttton4 , labelled "sh" and function associated with it
is xterm
—esh&
1740
"mail" is a simple button, with (x,y)
(78,199)
and (height, width) (54,31)
function associated =—> xterm —e elm &

C

end
B

====>
shell
61
31

Indicates the start of info for a composite button
=======>
Label of the composite button
1750
=======>
X cordinate of the button on the window.
=======>
Y coordinate of the button on the window.
B
=======>
A button (1) in the pull down menu for the "Shell"
ksh
• Label of the buttonl in the pull down menu
xterm —e ksh & => Function associated with "ksh" button
B
=======>
A button (2) in the pull down menu for the "Shell"
csh
=======>
Label of the button2 in the pull down menu
xterm —e csh & => Function associated with "csh" button
B
— — —===—> A button (3) in the pull down menu for the "Shell"
bash
=======>
Label of the button3 in the pull down rrmaw,
xterm —e bash & => Function associated with "bash" button
B
=======>
A button (4) in the pull down menu for the "Shell"
sh
=======>
Label of the button4 in the pull down menu
xterm —e bash & => Function associated with "sh" button
==========>
Indicates info associated with "shell" composite button
====> Indicates the start of info for a simple button
78
=======>
X cordinate of the button on the window.
199
====—=—> Y coordinate of the button on the window.
54
=======>
Height of the button
31
• Weight of the button
1770
mail
=======>
Label of the button
xterm —e elm & ==—=> Function associated with the button.
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extern struct _widget_info widget_info[100];
extern int num children;
extern Widget subboard;
FILE *fp;
static void print_its_children();

1780

void save_window(char *filename)
{
int i;
Position x,y;
Dimension width,height;
Arg wargs [4];
r
Open a file in write mode.

1790

7
fp=fopen(filename,"w");
/*

XtSetArg(wargs[0],XtNx,&xj;
XtSetArg (wargs[l],XtNy, &y);
XtSet Arg(wargs[2],XtNheight, &height);
XtSet Arg (wargs[3],XtNwidth,&width);
XtGetValues(subboard,wargs,4 );

store the base board
fprintf(fp,"%d\n",x);
fprintf(fp," %d\ n", y);
fprintf(fp," %d\ n", width);
fprintf(fp,"%d\n",height);
*/

first

isoo

for (i=0;i<=num_children—l;i++)
{
if ((widgetjnfo [i]. delete)== 0) {
fprintf (fp,"'/, s \n", widgetj n f o [i]. widget_type);

r

1810

if it is a composite type,
print its information,then
print the information of its children
and
end it with "end"

if (strcmp (widgetjnfo[i].widget_type," C ")==0)
{

fprintf(fp," '/,s\n",widget jnfo[i] .specificjnfo.buttonjnfo.label);
fprintf(fp,"'/,d\n", widget jnfo[i] .x);
fprintf(fp,"'/,d\n", widget jnfofi] .y);

1820

print its_children( widget Jnfo [i] .compositelink);
fprintf(fp,"'/.s\n","end");
}
else
{
if (strcmp(widget_info[i].widget_type,"B")==0)
{
fprintf(fp," 7.d\n" ,widget_info[i] .x);
fprintf(fp, "'/,d\n" ,widget Jnfo[i] .y);
fprintf (fp," '/.d\n", widget Jnfo[i] .width);
fprintf (fp, "*/.d\n", widgetJnfo[i] .height);
fprintf(fp," 7.s\n" ,widgetJnfo[i] .specificJnfo.buttonJnfo.label);
fprintf(fp," 7,s\n" ,widget_info[i] .specificJnfo.buttonJnfo. function)

}

}

}

}

fclose(fp);

}
I*

7

A recursive routine which prints the
of the children.

information

static void print_its_children(struct _widget_info *info)
{
struct _widget_info *widget_info;
widgetinfo = info;
while (widgetjnfo)
{
fprintf(fp," y,s\n",widgetjnfo— >widget_type);
if (strcmp(widgetjnfo—>widget_type,"C") = = 0 )
{
fprintf(fp,"'/,s\n", widgetjnfo—>specificJnfo. buttonJnfo. label);
/ *if (level==0) {
fprintf (fp," %d\ n", widgetjnfo— >x);
fprintf (fp," %d\n", widgetjnfo— >y);
}7
print Jts_children( widget Jnfo—>compositelink);
fprintf (fp," '/.s \ n " , " end");

}
else

{
if (strcmp (widgetJnfo—> widget_type," B")==0)
{
fprintf(fp," '/,s\n",widget Jnfo—>specificJnfo. buttonJnfo. label);
fprintf( fp,"'/,s\n",widget Jnfo—>specific info.buttonJnfo.function);

}
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}
widgetjnfo = widget info—>nextlink;

}

}

I* This converts a simple string to a compound string */
/ * Name:str_comp.c */

1880

XmString str_compound(char *str[]){
XmString xmstr;
int i;
I * If the array is empty return an empty string */

xmstr = (XmString) NULL;
i=0;
while ((strcmp(str[i]," ")!=0)){
if (i>0) xmstr= XmStringConcat(xmstr,XmStringSeparatorCreate());

i890

x m s t r = XmStringConcat (xmstr ,XmStringCreate(str[i] ,XmSTRING_DEFAULT_CHARSET));
i++;
}
r e t u r n (xmstr);
}

1900
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